Barwon Heads
luxury living at its best

BY DEAN WEBSTER

Whitford Project Development Consultant
Andre Veronie says that the premium location
combined with the quality of build and the
generous size of the apartments has caught the
attention of both investors and permanents.

Interest in Barwon Heads’
newest luxury residential
apartments has been strong with
four residences in the boutique
development already sold.

Located in the town’s most popular
lifestyle street, Qudos Residences at 66-68
Hitchcock Avenue provide a celebration of
lifestyle and luxury.
Balancing quality design with sublime
location, this is a unique opportunity to
rediscover a life lived for pleasure.
Brought to market by Whitford

Property, Project Development Consultant
Andre Veronie said that interest in this
project had been exceptional.
“The premium location combined with
the quality of build and the generous
size of the apartments has caught
the attention of both investors and
permanents,” Mr Veronie said.

“The first four buyers from Melbourne
and Geelong have indicated that this will
be their primary residence, making the
most of the central Barwon Heads lifestyle.
“These two bedroom apartments are
large providing ample space that retirees
are looking for and are priced from
$865,000 to $890,000.
“Sized from 133-150 square meters plus
balcony, the roomy open feel to these
luxury residences will feel more like a
home than an apartment.”
Drawing upon the modern coastal
elements of its context to inform material
and structural choices, each detail of
Qudos’ design reflects the overarching
goal of drawing the outside world into the
home environment.
The sense of space and light is felt within
Qudos apartments due to thoughtful
design and generous sizing throughout.
With breathing space created through

removal of the excess, what remains is
a pure interior palette of high-quality
materials and carefully considered design
details.
There’s happiness on the horizon, slow
down, warm up, take life at your own pace.
With Ocean Grove as your backyard and
all the necessary infrastructure such as
major supermarkets and medical centres
is in place.
Between the serenity of the beach and
the connectivity of Main Street, the riches
of nature and the abundance of lifestyle,
Qudos offers a vision of life that is at once
simple and exceedingly plenteous.
Qudos is open for inspection
Wednesday to Friday from 10am-1pm and
Saturday and Sunday from 10am-3pm.
For more information please contact
Andre Veronie on 0403 388 825 or
Lachlan Bruce on 0433 133 889 or go to
qudosbarwonheads.com.au.

Balancing quality design with sublime location, the luxury
Qudos Residences offers a unique opportunity to rediscover
a life lived for pleasure, as these artist impressions show.

